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Abstract

Despite the relevance of the belief-desire-intention (BDI)
model of rational agency, little work has been done to deal
with its two main limitations: the lack of learning com-
petences and explicit multi-agent functionality. Our work
deals with the problem of designing BDI learning agents sit-
uated in a Multi-Agent System (MAS). From the MAS learn-
ing perspective, we have proposed an extended BDI archi-
tecture, where agents are able to perform induction of first-
order logical decision trees. These agents learn about their
practical reasons to adopt a plan as an intention. Particu-
larly, induction is used to update these reasons (the context
of plans), if a plan fails when executed, after it had been se-
lected to form an intention. Here, we emphasize the way
MAS concepts, as cooperative goal adoption, enable dis-
tributed forms of learning, e.g., distributed data gathering.
Consistency between learning and the theory of practical
reasoning is guaranteed, i.e., learning is just another com-
pentence of the agents, performed under BDI rationality.

1. Introduction

This paper focuses on the main limitations of the belief-
desire-intention (BDI) model of rational agency: the lack of
learning compentences and explicit multi-agent functional-
ity. Particularly, it describes how BDI agents can learn ex-
ploiting the presence of other agents in a Multi-Agent Sys-
tem (MAS), through the exchange of training examples.
From a MAS learning perspective, we have proposed [10]
a BDI learning architecture, inspired on the definition of a
learning agent by S. Russell and P. Norvig [18]. Achiev-

ing BDI learning agents is not evident, because the nature
of the model. While this kind of agents perform practi-
cal reasoning, directed towards action, they use first-order
representations. Learning methods directed towards action
are very popular in MAS learning, but use less expressive
representations, propositional ones. Learning methods with
more expressive representations are usually conceived as
isolated learning systems, directed towards epistemic rea-
soning, e.g., knowldege discovery and data mining. This
may explain why in the abundant MAS learning literature,
only C. Olivia et al. [15] has considered the problem of BDI
learning agents, despite the relevance of the model.

The approach we use to solve this problem, consists in
using Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [14] methods,
particularly Induction of Logical Decision Trees [3], to en-
able the BDI agents to learn why they should adopt a partic-
ular plan instance as an intention. The practical reasons to
adopt a plan are coded in the plan context. Isolated learning
is considered an special case in a hierarchy of MAS learn-
ing systems, one where the learning agents are not aware
of other agents in the system. This level is reported in de-
tail in [9]. Here, we emphasize learning at the second level
of the learning MAS hierarchy, where learning agents are
aware of other agents in the system, and message exchange
is possible to act, hence to learn.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the basic concepts of the BDI model of agency, necessary
to explain our approach. Section 3 describes briefly our
BDI learning architecture, and a hierarchy of learning MAS
based on awareness. Section 4 introduces an example of a
BDI learning agent at level two of the hierarchy of learning
MAS; and section 5 presents conclusions and future work.



2. BDI agency

Software agents are usually characterized as computer
systems that exhibit flexible autonomous behavior [20],
which means that these systems are capable of indepen-
dent, autonomous action in order to meet its design objec-
tives. BDI models of agency approach this kind of behavior
through two related theories about the philosophical con-
cept of intentionality: Intentional Systems, defined by D.
Dennett [6] as entities which appear to be subject of be-
liefs, desires and other propositional attitudes; and the Prac-
tical Reasoning theory, proposed by M. Bratman [2] as a
common sense psychological framework to understand our-
selves and others, based on beliefs, desires, and intentions
conceived as partial plans. These two related notions of in-
tentionality provide us with the tools to describe agents
at the right level of abstraction, adopting the intentional
stance, i.e., in terms of belief, desires and intentions (BDI),
and to design agents in a compatible way with such inten-
tional description, i.e., agents as practical reasoning sys-
tems. Different aspects of intentionality and practical rea-
soning have been formally studied, resulting in the so called
BDI logics [17]. For a road map of the evolution of these
formalisms, see [19, 20]. Implementations of these mod-
els of agency make use of refinement techniques, e.g., us-
ing specifications in Z language [12] like dMARS specifi-
cation [11].

BDI concepts will be introduced using a very simple sce-
nario proposed by Charniak and McDermott [7]. This sce-
nario (Fig. 1) is originally composed by a robot with two
hands, situated in an environment where there is a board, a
sander, a paint sprayer, and a vise. Different goals can be
proposed to the robot, e.g., sand the board, or even get self
painted! to introduce the case of incompatible goals, since
once painted the robot is not operational for a while. The
robot has different options, i.e., plans, to achieve its goals.
It is possible to introduce other robots (see agent r2) in the
environment to experiment social interactions [5], e.g., shar-
ing goals, conflict for resources, etc. This scenario, and the
plan showed with it, will be used in the examples in the rest
of the paper.

2.1. The BDI model

In general, an architecture based on the BDI model of
agency is specified in terms of the following data structures:

Beliefs. They are grounded literals of first-order logic, rep-
resenting information about the world, updated by the
perception of the environment, and by the execution
of intentions. The scenario shown in Fig. 1 is rep-
resented like: (p-state r1 ok), (p-handfree
r1 left), (p-at sander free), etc. Where
free is a constant meaning that the object is not at the

Figure 1. A simple scenario for the examples
in this paper and a simplified BDI plan.

vise or an agent has it. Everything else is self explica-
tive. Syntax looks lispy because we are implementing
on Lisp, more on this at the end of the section.

Desires. Also known as goals, correspond to the tasks allo-
cated to the agent and are usually considered as logi-
cally consistent among them. Two kinds of desires are
usually adopted: To achieve a desire, expressed as a
belief formula; and to test a situation formula, that is
a belief formula or a disjunction and/or a conjunction
of them. While achieve goals involve practical reason-
ing, test goals involve epistemic reasoning.

Event queue. Perception is mapped to events stored in a
queue. Events are of three kinds: The acquisition or
removal of a belief; the reception of a message; and
the acquisition of a desire. Events are implemented
as structures keeping track of historical information,
e.g., plans used to deal with them, success or failure,
etc. The reception and emission of messages is used
to implement MAS learning competence of our BDI
agents. Agent communication languages can easily be
included in our architecture, since Lisp packages ex-
ist for them, e.g., FIPA ACL and KQML.

Plans. BDI agents have a predefined library of plans. Each
plan has several components, the most relevant for us
are shown in the simplified plan on Fig. 1. The trigger
works as the invocation condition of a plan, it speci-
fies the event a plan is supposed to deal with. If the
agent detects an event like (achieve (p-sanded
board)) in the event queue, it will consider plan
p007 as relevant. The context specifies, as a situa-
tion formula, if the plan is applicable, i.e. when the
plan should be considered to form an intention. Re-
member that a situation formula is a belief formula or
a conjunction and/or disjunction of them. Plan p007
is applicable if the agent has one hand free and the ob-
ject to be sanded is free. The plan body represents pos-
sible courses of action as a tree composed by exter-



nal actions (procedures, identified by a symbol start-
ing by ’*’); internal actions (add or del a belief); and
goals. Goals are posted to the event queue when the
plan is executed, then other plans that can deal with
such events are considered, and so on. Additionally, a
plan might have some maintenance conditions which
describe the circumstances that must remain to con-
tinue the execution of the plan. A set of internal ac-
tions is specified for the cases of success and failure of
the plan.

Intentions. They are courses of action an agent has com-
mited to carry out. Each intention is implemented as a
stack of plan instances. A plan instance is composed
by a plan and the substitutions that makes it relevant
and applicable. When updating intentions, two cases
are possible: If the event being processed is external,
i.e., no plan has generated it, then an empty stack is
created and the plan instance selected is pushed on it.
If the event is internal, it means that a previous plan has
generated it, then the plan instance is pushed on the ex-
isting stacks containing this previous plan.

Figure 2. Our BDI architecture inspired in
dMARS specification

These structures interact with an interpreter, as shown in
Fig. 2. Different algorithms for the interpreter are possible,
the most simple is:

1. Update the event queue by perception and internal ac-
tions to reflect the events that have been observed;

2. Select an event, usually the first one in the queue,
and generate new desires by finding the set of rele-
vant plans in the library for the selected event, i.e.,
those plans whose trigger condition matches the se-
lected event;

3. Select from the set of relevant plans an executable one,
i.e., one plan whose context is a logical consequence
of the beliefs of the agent, and create a plan instance
for it.

4. Push this plan instance onto an existing or new inten-
tion stack, as explained before;

5. While the event queue is empty, select an intention
stack, take the top plan, and execute its current step. If
this step is an action, execute it, otherwise it is a sub-
goal, post it to the event queue.

Different algorithms for the BDI interpreter, correspond
to different commitment strategies of the agent, e.g., single-
minded and open-minded commitments.

2.2. Some issues on implementation

Our BDI architecture, based on dMARS specification
[11], is implemented on Lisp. We decide to do our own im-
plementation because there is evidence [13] that adapting
existing software to produce a learning agent, is not obvi-
ous at all, and sometimes it requires depth changes in the
original design. Our implementation was intended to be ex-
tended with learning competences from the beginning. The
specification of dMARS is pretty much influenced by Lisp,
since its predecesor PRS was implemented using this lan-
guage. Lisp was a natural choice.

The BDI architecture provides implemented functions to
definine primitive actions available to the agents in the sys-
tem; to define plans in terms of primitive actions; to de-
fine agents and assign them competences in terms of a plan
library; to bootstrap each agent with initial events; and to
execute the agents under different commitment strategies.
These can be considered as standard BDI features, together
with syntax verification tools supporting the definition of
agents, and built-in functions to test if a formula is a logi-
cal consequences of a set of beliefs. Interface with the OS
is provided by Lisp.

Non standard BDI features in our architecture include a
set of functions to simulate agents in a MAS, running as
parallel processes in the same Lisp image. This image con-
stitutes the environment shared by the agents; and an in-
terface to use DTP theorem prover [8] in the case agents
need to perform more sophisticated epistemic reasoning,
beyond the built-in logical competences. DTP does refuta-
tion proofs of queries from databases in first-order predi-
cate calculus, using a model elimination algorithm and do-
main independent control reasoning.

3. BDI learning architecture

The BDI architecture introduced in the previous section
will be seen as the performance component of the BDI



learning agents. Consider again that these agents perform
practical reasoning to behave, while traditional AI systems,
may be seen as performing epistemic reasoning directed to-
wards beliefs or knowledge. From the role of beliefs in the
theory of practical reasoning, e.g., the filter of admissibil-
ity, it is clear that even when they justify the behavior of the
agent, the adoption of new intentions is constrained by the
beliefs, together with prior intentions. Beliefs are playing
a different role that the one they have in epistemic reason-
ing. Particularly, practical reasons to act sometimes differ
from epistemic reasons. The context of plans may be seen
as encoding practical reasons to act in some way and not in
another. This context, together with the background frame
of beliefs and prior intentions, support the rational behav-
ior of intentional agents, as suggested by the theory of prac-
tical rationality. Since the plan library is defined apriori, we
decided to extend the BDI architecture enabling the agents
to learn about the context of plans if they failed when exe-
cuted, i.e., updating the practical reasons to adopt a plan as
part of intentions.

Representations in our BDI architecture are based on
two first-order formulae: Belief formulae and Situation for-
mulae. Belief formulae are first-order literals, possibly not
grounded, i.e., including free variables. Situation formu-
lae are conjunctions and/or disjunctions of belief formulae.
These representation issues have two immediate results for
considering candidate learning methods. First, using first-
order representation for belief and situation formulae, dis-
cards the consideration of propositional learning methods.
Second, the fact that the context of plans is represented as
situation formulae, requires that the target representation of
the learning method enables disjunctive hypothesis, i.e., de-
cision trees. Getting feedback from our BDI architecture is
almost direct, since it already processes success and failure
of the execution of plan instances. Plans are used as back-
ground knowledge, and the language used to define each
agent helps to configure the learning setting autonomously.

We believe that awareness seems to be indicative of a
learning MAS hierarchy of increasing complexity. In a cer-
tain way, this hierarchy of learning environments corre-
sponds to the scale of intentionality of D. Dennett [6]. We
intend to cover learning at levels 1 and 2 of this hierarchy.
Levels in this hierarchy are as follows:

Level 0. Only one agent is there, the true isolated learning
case, it can be seen as a special case of level 1.

Level 1. At this level, agents act and learn from direct in-
teraction with the environment, without being explic-
itly aware of other agents in the MAS. Anyway, the
changes other agents produce in the environment can
be perceived by the learning agent. Consider again
the robot scenario with two robots: one specialized
in painting objects, the other in sanding objects. It is

possible to program the painter robot, without aware-
ness of the other robot in the environment, i.e., all
the painter agent has to learn is that once an object is
sanded, it can be painted.

Level 2. At this level, agents act and learn from direct inter-
action with other agents, using exchange of messages.
For the example above, the sander robot can inform the
painter robot, that an object is already sanded. Also,
the painter agent can ask the sander agent for this in-
formation. Exchange of training examples in learning
processes is also considered at level 2.

Level 3. At this level, agents learn from the observation
of other agents actions. It involves a different kind of
awareness from that of level 2. Agents are not only
aware of the presence of other agents, but are also
aware of their competences, so that, for instance the
painter robot is able to perceive that the sander robot is
going to sand the table.

3.1. Top�do wn Induction of Logical Decision Trees

From the issues discussed above, we decided to use de-
cision trees as the target representation for the candidate
learning method. Logical decision trees are based on the
ILP paradigm known as learning from interpretations [3],
enabling first-order representations for decision trees. In
this setting, each training example e is represented by a
set of facts that encode all the properties of e. Background
knowledge can be given in the form of a Prolog program
B, including knowledge that is true for any e. The interpre-
tation that represents the example is the set of all ground
facts that are entailed by e ! B, i.e., its minimal Herbrand
model. Observe that instead of using a fixed-length vector
to represent training examples, as is the case of attribute-
value representations, a set of facts is used. This makes the
representation much more flexible. Learning from interpre-
tations can be defined as follows. Given: i) A target vari-
able Y ; ii) A set of labeled examples E, each consisting
of a set of definite clauses labeled with a value y in the
domain of Y ; iii) A language L " Prolog; iv) A back-
ground theory B. Find a hypothesis h # L such that for
all examples labeled with y: i) h ! e ! B |= label(y); and
ii) $y! %= y : H ! e ! B %|= label(y!).

ACE [4] is a learning from interpretations system, oper-
ating on logical decision trees, that is, decision trees where
every test is a first-order conjunction of literals; and a vari-
able introduced in some node (that does not occur in higher
nodes) can not occur in the right subtree. ACE uses the
same heuristics that C4.5 [16] (gain-ratio and post-pruning
heuristics), but computations of the tests are based on the
classical refinement operator under !-subsumption, which
requires the specification of a language L stating which kind
of tests are allowed in the decision tree. Agents using our



BDI learning architecture can configure themselves the set-
ting required by ACE.

4. Distributed learning in a MAS of level 2

At level two of the hierarchy of learning MAS, agents
are supposed to be aware of the presence of other agents in
the system, and so, their learning processes may exploit this
awareness, e.g., sharing information through message pass-
ing. Level two relies on communication, but in order to ex-
ploit it, the design of the BDI agents at this level must deter-
mine [1]: i) What is the purpose of an individual BDI agent
to communicate? ii) When should an individual BDI agent
communicate? iii) How does an individual BDI agent com-
municate?

In order to answer these questions, learning at level two
is characterized as a distributed learning setting, where the
learner and the data sources are BDI agents. This character-
ization enable us to argue that learning at level two may be
seen as a parallel distributed learning setting, with only hor-
izontal data fragmentation, i.e., training examples are dis-
tribued among the agents in the MAS, but all of them are
complete examples. From the intentional stance, it is possi-
ble to use the concepts of competence and cooperative in-
teraction situations, particularly cooperative goal adoption
to define why, when, and how communicate to learn.

4.1. Learning at level 2: Why, When, and How.

The purpose of our agents while learning, is to update the
situation formula (context) expressing when a plan is exe-
cutable, if the execution of such a plan turns out to fail un-
der the current context. If an agent can update this context
after its own experience, no communication is needed. Oth-
erwise, the agent will try to learn from the experience of
other agents in the context of a cooperative interaction situ-
ation. Approaching the distributed learning problem in this
way, introduce an interaction, where agents have compati-
ble goals and competences, but insufficient resources, i.e.,
training examples. This interaction situation involves a kind
of cooperative goal adoption [5], where the BDI agents in
the MAS that have the same plan, cooperate with the goal
of the learner agent, because they are co-interested in the
results of the learning process, e.g., inducing the context of
the shared plan. The group of agents interested in a learn-
ing goal, may be seen as a social structure, as it is the case
for the dependence network, emerging from the goals.

Now, consider why should a BDI agent learning isolated
(level 1), try to learn at level 2. There are two situations un-
der which an agent should consider to communicate while
learning. The agent is no able to start the execution of its
learning process, i.e., it does not have enough examples to

run ACE. In this case the agent can ask for training exam-
ples to other agents in the MAS. The agent is no able to find
out an hypothesis to explain the failure of the plan in ques-
tion. It means that the examples used by the BDI agent to
learn, were insufficient to find out why the plan has failed.
In this case the agent also may ask for more evidence to
other agents in the MAS.

Recall that training examples in this setting are not repre-
sented as fixed vectors of attribute-value pairs, but as mod-
els, i.e., labeled sets of definite clauses. Vertical fragmenta-
tion is not a problem in such representation, because mod-
els are more flexible. For instance, consider the following
two models:

begin(model(1)). begin(model(2)).
success. success.
plan(r1,p007). plan(r1,p007).
p_state(r1,ok). p_state(r1,ok).
p_handfree(r1,left). p_handfree(r1,right).
p_at(sander,free). p_at(sander,r1,left).
end(model(1)). p_at(board,vise).

end(model(2)).

From the learning from interpretations perspective, these
training examples are just models of the same target con-
cept, success, even if they are not homogeneuos, e,g.,
model 2 has information about the board, while model 1
does not. In propositional representations this implies that
board information is in a different data source (vertical frag-
mentation). Since BDI learning agents face only horizontal
fragmentation, the exchange of training examples is enough
to achieve learning at level 2. In what follows, it is shown
how three agents learn in the Charniak scenario (Fig. 1).

4.2. BDI architecture and agents at level 2

First, it is needed to introduce the concept of compe-
tence in the BDI architecture, usually defined in terms of
the events an agent can deal with. To keep compatibility
with other BDI architectures, our agents store this formula-
tion of competence in the slot goal-domain, updated ev-
ery time a plan is added to the plan library of the agents.
A group of agents is said to have the same competence for
a given event, if they share the same plan to deal with the
event. It is also possible to test if a goal is in the competence
of an agent, etc. Observe that we decided to define compe-
tence in terms of plans, because the event they deal with, is
included in the plan definition.

What is relevant here is that once competence is defined,
two ways of sending messages asking for help in a learning
process are possible: i) The learner agent broadcast its mes-
sage including the id of the plan it is trying to update, then
the other agents in the MAS accept and process the mes-
sage, if and only if the plan in question is on their compe-
tences; and ii) Competence is used to build a directory for



each agent, associating with each plan in the agent library,
the id of other agents in the MAS that share the plan. This
is possible because our architecture have two special vari-
ables storing the id of agents defined in the system, and the
global plan library of the system, i.e., the union of all plans
used by all the agents in the MAS.

We adopted the second option, implementing a function
called mas-competence. Once all agents in the MAS
have been defined, this function built for each agent, a di-
rectory associating to each plan in their library, the agents
that share the plan. For example:

> (agent-mas-competence r1)
((P001 (R2 R3)) (P002 (R2 R3))
(P003 (R2 R3)) (P009 NIL)
...)

In this example, when agent r1 is learning about plan
p003, it believes that agents r2 and r3 have the same plan.
By the contrary, plan p009 is not shared with any agent. If
two agents have the same plan, they can be engaged in a
process of distributed data gathering, i.e., they can share the
examples they have collected, while continue learning indi-
vidually.

Every BDI learning agent has a plan to ask for examples:

(define-plan ’plan-ask-help-learning
’(achieve (p-learn ?ag ?plan))
’(not (p-start learning ?ag ?plan))
’((*ask-help ?ag ?plan)))

The trigger of this plan is (achieve (p-learn
?ag ?plan)), but it is executed only when the agent can
not start its learning process, i.e., it does not have enough
training examples. The external action *ask-help sends
a message to the agents sharing the ?plan, with the follow-
ing goal: (achieve (p-help ?ag ?plan)). This
results in the goal being posted in the event queue of the re-
ceiver. Agents answer to a help request, because they have
a plan to process this event:

(define-plan ’plan-answer-help-learning
’(achieve (p-help ?ag ?plan))
’true
’((*answer-help ?ag ?plan)))

The answer-help plan is always executed, i.e., its plan
context is true, and the external action *answer-help
sends back the learner agent, the examples found. If no ex-
amples are found, an empty list is send back. This can be
avoided if the plan is modified to test if at least one ex-
ample has been found, before executing *answer-help,
but sending back the empty list, lets the learning agent to
know if its request has been processed. In order to imple-
ment *answer-help the syntax of the system must be
slightly modified. Achieve goals syntax must validate ex-
pressions of the form (achieve (p-add-examples

?ag ?examples)). The message send by the external
action *answer-help is of this general form. As usual,
the learner agent include the examples of these messages us-
ing a plan for it:

(define-plan ’plan-include-examples
’(achieve (p-add-examples ?ag ?examples))
’true
’((*include-examples ?ag ?examples)))

This plan is always executed, *include-examples
simply push the ?examples in the logfile of the agent
?ag.

Figure 3. MAS learning scenario. Agent r2
detects a failure of plan p007, but it has
not enough examples to start learning. The
agent sends a p-help event (dotted arrows)
to agents r1 and r3 because it believes, they
have the same competences, i.e., the same
plan p007. These agents send back (solid ar-
rows) their examples about p007. Once agent
r2 has enough examples it can start learning
hypothesis h.

In this way, the models shown in table 1 were obtained
by agent r2 in a MAS including also agents r1 and r3
(Fig. 3) Agent r2 is the learner agent, trying to induce a
new context for p007 to sand and object (see Fig. 1), since
the original context, e.g., having one hand free, and the ob-
ject being free, lead the agent r2 to form an intention on
p007, and to fail later while executing it.

Once the learner agent r2 has a number of examples
greater than a threshold (5 in the example) the agent exe-
cutes a modified non-interactive version of ACE, and sug-



begin(model(1)). begin(model(2)).
failure. success.
p state(r2,painted). p freehand(r1,right).
p freehand(r2,right). p at(board,free).
p freehand(r2,left). plan(r1,p007).
p at(board,free). p state(r1,ok).
plan(r2,p007). end(model(2)).
end(model(1)).

begin(model(3)). begin(model(4)).
success. success.
p state(r1,ok). p state(r3,ok).
p at(board,free). p freehand(r3,left).
p handfree(r1,left). p at(board,free).
plan(r1,p007). plan(r3,p007).
end(model(3)). end(model(4)).

begin(model(5)). begin(model(6)).
success. failure
p state(r1,ok). p state(r3,painted).
p freehand(r1,left). p freehand(r3,right).
p at(board,free). p freehand(r3,left).
plan(r1,p007). p at(board,free).
end(model(5)). plan(r3,p007).

end(model(6)).

Table 1. Training examples as models in ACE,
from an agent learning at a level 2 MAS.

gests the user to watch the file p007.out, containing the
result of the learning process, to accordingly, modify the
definition of the plan. Output for our example is:

Compact notation of pruned tree:
plan_context(Agent,p007) ?
+--yes: p_state(Agent,painted) ?
| +--yes: [failure] [2.0/2.0]
| +--no: [success] [3.0/3.0]
+--no: [succes] [1.0/1.0]

This output suggests that p007 will be executed with
success if plan context(Agent,p007) ! not
p state(Agent,painted), i.e., when the agent has
one hand free, the object is free, and the agent is not
painted. Here the user plays the role of a supervisor, but au-
tomatic updating of the context is also possible (the tree is
transformed to a set of rules, and the new context is the dis-
junction of the bodies for the rules with head success).
Fractions of the [i/j] form indicate that there were i exam-
ples in the class, and that j of them were well classified by
the test proposed. This example used 6 models and the time
of induction was 0.01 seconds, running on a Linux Red-
Hat 8.0 Pentium 4, at 1.6 GHz.

This learning process is similar to one executed by an
isolated agent at level 1, but since the first execution by the
agent r2 of plan p007 lead to a failure (model 1), it would

not be able to collect success training examples for this plan
(plans that failed to process an event are not reconsidered
again in the original BDI architecture). It means that out-
side the MAS, agent r2 is not able to learn for this plan.
Also the failure example of agent r3 is important, with-
out it ACE is not able to induce this tree, and this means
that no agent would be able to learn at level 1, about p007.

Also, observe that since BDI agents collect the train-
ing examples after their own experience, these examples
are harder to obtain than in classic machine learning, where
they are previously collected; or in reinforcement learning,
where agents explore in a natural way the space of hypoth-
esis while acting. The use of ILP methods helps the agent
since fewer examples may be needed to learn, provided that
the background theory is relevant. Situating the learning
agent in a MAS at level 2, may help it to collect training
examples faster, taking benefit of the experience of other
agents.

The results of a leaning process are shared by the agents
in the MAS because of the way they are defined in the BDI
architecture. If the user or the agent modify the plan defini-
tion accordingly to the decision tree found, this change af-
fects automatically all agents having this plan in its library.

5. Conclusions and future work

We have shown how ILP methods, particularly the induc-
tion of logical decision trees, can be used to extend a BDI
architecture with learning skills for the agents implemented
with. These skills were considered as being part of the prac-
tical rationality behind the behavior of BDI agents. The re-
sult is a BDI learning agent architecture implemented on
Lisp, that includes three extra BDI features: i) Some MAS
simulation facilities; and ii) An interface to DTP theorem
prover; iii) Learning competences. The example in the pre-
vious section shows that BDI agents situated in a MAS, in-
crease their chances of learning if they can share training ex-
amples. Our research contributes from a MAS learning per-
spective, to extend the well known and studied BDI model
of rational agency, beyond its limitations, i.e., lack of learn-
ing competences and MAS functionality.

Future work includes: i) Implementing more MAS fa-
cilities for the architecture, e.g., including an ACL; ii) De-
signing protocols for sharing information of the learning set
in more complex situations, e.g., agents having the same
competences, but different plans; and iii) Consider the re-
lationship between learning and the multi modal logic the-
ories of intentional agency, e.g., the learning process de-
scribed here, maintains the strong-realism conditions, do
it for other forms or realism? iv) At the University of Ve-
racruz, this work is being applied to to control groups of
Khepera robots, studying the performance of the architec-
ture in real world environments.
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